MD, HMR Mr. NVS Reddy along with Addl. Commissioner of Police (Traffic) Hyderabad Mr. Jitender inspected the ongoing Metro Rail works and the traffic movement between Moazzamjahi market-Putlibowli junction; and Chaderghat-Moosarambagh junction today (Saturday).

The following are the important decisions/instructions:

• The remaining two pillars at MJ Market shall be taken up immediately after completion of Numaish. The water pipeline which is coming in the way of pillar construction shall be locally diverted.

• The remaining pillars and Metro ROB works at Malakpet shall be done in a sequential manner in order to facilitate road traffic movement at this critical bottleneck of National Highway.

• MD, HMR has instructed the engineers of L&TMRHL and HMR to expeditiously complete the two pillars near Chaderghat rotary and complete land acquisition and road restoration in the next 15 days and open up some part of the road for better traffic movement.

• As and when demolition works are undertaken, the debris should be removed immediately to avoid traffic / commuter inconvenience.

• Roads need to be restored to normalcy immediately after the completion of Metro Rail works. He also advised L&TMRHL engineers to work in tandem with Traffic Police to minimise inconvenience to road users.

• MD, HMR has taken a serious view on the quality of road restoration works and central median works done and instructed L&TMRHL to redo them to ensure that they are not only comfortable for the commuters, but also have aesthetic appeal.

• The MD has advised L&TMRHL engineers and officials to remove barricading wherever foundation works are completed to facilitate free flow of traffic.

HMR Chief General Manager Mr. Md. Ziauddin, Project Director, L&TMRHL Mr. M.P. Naidu and other senior officers and engineers from HMR, L&TMRHL and Traffic departments participated in the inspection.
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MD, HMR Mr. NVS Reddy instructing engineers to immediately take up road restoration works in Putlibowli area on Saturday (February 07, 2015)
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